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7 Abstract

8  The exploitation of the Power-to-Gas (PtG) technology can properly support the distribution system operation in case of large 

9 penetration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES). This paper addresses the impact of the PtG operation on the electrical distribution 

10 systems. A novel model of the PtG plant has been created to be representative of the entire process chain, as well as to be 

11 compatible with network calculations. The structure of the model with the corresponding parameters has been defined and validated 

12 on the basis of measurements gathered on a real plant. The PtG impact on the distribution systems has then been simulated on two 

13 network models representing a rural and a semi-urban environment, respectively. The testing has been carried out by defining a set 

14 of cases that contain critical situations for the distribution network, caused by RES plant placement. The objectives of the 

15 introduction of PtG are the reduction of the reverse power flow, as well as the reduction of the overcurrent and overvoltage issues in 

16 the distribution system. The results obtained from annual simulations lead to considerable reduction (from 78 to 100%) of the 

17 reverse power flow with respect to the base case, and to alleviating (or even solving) the overcurrent and overvoltage problems of 

18 the networks. These results indicate PtG as a possible solution for guaranteeing a smooth transition towards decarbonized energy 

19 systems. The capacity factors of the PtG plants largely vary depending on the network topology, the RES penetration, the number of 

20 the PtG plants and their sizes. From the cases tested, the performance in a rural network (where the minimum capacity factor is 

21 about 50%) resulted better than in a semi-urban network (where the capacity factor values range between 21% to 60%).

22

23 Keywords

24 Distribution System, Energy transition, Power-to-Gas, Renewable Energy Sources, Storage.

25 1. Introduction

26 In the last years, the increase of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) has changed the paradigm of the distribution system 

27 operation, by imposing a shift from the traditional case of a completely passive network to a more and more active network hosting 

28 an increasing share of local generation. The local generation is variable during time and can create different issues, such as i) reverse 

29 power flow (occurring when the distribution system injects power into the transmission system), and ii) operational constraint 

30 violations (in terms of voltage and current limits). For solving these problems without the RES production curtailment, the excess of 

31 local generation should be converted and stored in appropriate forms. 
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32 The choice of the type of storage to be used depends on the need to use more power (generally with relatively short duration) or 

33 more energy (from equipment that guarantee longer autonomy). Power-to-Gas (PtG) is a solution that can exploit the excess of 

34 electricity from the local generation system to produce and store gas, then using the stored gas at a later time for different purposes. 

35 These characteristics make PtG adapt to be integrated into multi-energy systems [1], [2] and to participate in the energy system 

36 operation in a flexible way [3].

37 In general, PtG plants can be divided into two main product chains:

38  Power-to-Hydrogen, where the excess of electricity from RES is transformed in hydrogen [4]

39  Power-to-Methane, where the hydrogen produced is converted in methane through methanation [5]

40 This paper focuses on the second production chain and aims to study the integration of a PtG plant into a high-RES 

41 distribution system.

42 In the literature, there are relatively few studies that combine both PtG and distribution systems. In [6], the authors have 

43 investigated the use of an electrolyser as an alternative for network expansion in case of high photovoltaic (PV) penetration. A 

44 real network has been modelled and the size of the electrolyser has been obtained by considering the same effect reached by 

45 cable substitution. The techno-economic analysis has highlighted that the profitability is greatly depending on the local excess of 

46 RES [7]. More in detail, RES electric excess has been used for sizing of the PtG plant capacity, reaching an overall PtG plant 

47 efficiency of about 77% (on a LHV basis) and a utilization factor of about 30% [7]. These results have been obtained both 

48 optimising the thermal integration between the methanation unit and the electrolyser, and analysing the management of each 

49 equipment [7]. The use of a low-voltage (LV) electrolyser has been studied by predicting the temporal variation of excess energy 

50 occurring in low voltage networks at 2030 and by identifying appropriate electrolyser capacities, while not considering any 

51 network topologies, but only an equivalent energy balance at a single node [8]. In [9], the mitigation effect of electrolysers on the 

52 reverse power flow has been exemplified on a LV grid. The evaluation of the use of power-to-methane chain in case of 

53 distribution systems characterised by an excess of wind production has been analysed in [10]. The study has been based on the 

54 consumption of gas and electricity of a local area, and the use of combined heat and power (CHP) plants locally installed has 

55 been considered as well. In [11], the authors have focused on voltage regulation in active power distribution systems, by 

56 presenting a new algorithm for the real time scheduling of PtG and Gas-to-Power (GtP) plants by considering also arbitrage 

57 opportunities. In [12], the authors have presented a voltage control strategy by coordinating both the On-Load Tap Changer and 

58 an alkaline electrolyser modelled dynamically as in [13]. The same electrolyser model has been used in [14] for studying how the 

59 electrolyser can be optimally designed and installed for facing the increase of RES in future active distribution networks. The 

60 alleviation of reverse power flow, line congestions and power losses in integrated power and gas network has been studied in 

61 [15]–[17], respectively. In those cases, the authors have presented three different scheduling algorithms to properly deploy 

62 power-to-methane and GtP conversion unit for distribution network support. The constraints of the chemical plants have been 

63 represented in terms of minimum and maximum power and gas flow of the plants.

64 All the above papers have modelled the PtG units as “black boxes” without considering the physical connections existing 

65 among the different plant parts, and thus also auxiliary services (such as compression systems) have been missed by the 

66 modelling aspects. Thanks to the multi-disciplinary team composing the project STORE&GO [18], the complete model of a PtG 

67 plant1 has been created and then included in a power flow calculation. For representing the effect on different seasons, the annual 

68 irradiation profiles have been considered with reference to the installation sites of the demonstration plants of the project. 

69 Furthermore, for understanding the effect on different network topologies, two realistic network models have been introduced to 

1 From this point, with PtG plant only the power-to-methane chain will be indicated.
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70 show the effect on both rural and semi-urban grids. Typical load profiles have been included to represent the variability of the 

71 loads in time. Great attention has been devoted to the case study creation, by considering different possible positions of the PV 

72 plants in the grid. 

73 Regarding the electrical point of view, the PtG plant is a particular type of load, and as such it has to be properly modelled in 

74 a power flow calculation tool. PtG plant modelling is an open research issue, especially because of the need of providing a sound 

75 validation of the model on the basis of real case applications. On the basis of the previous considerations, this paper presents a 

76 number of specific contributions to the modelling and exploitation of PtG in distribution systems, namely:

77 1. The PtG plant modelling is addressed in order to formulate a steady-state model of PtG to be incorporated in the power flow 

78 equation solvers. The validation of the model is carried out on the basis of measurements collected from a real PtG plant.

79 2. The impact of PtG on the distribution system operation is then studied through simulations in steady-state conditions. 

80 Different loading and RES penetration are considered for reproducing different network issues that may be alleviated by 

81 using PtG plants. Dedicated cases are created with different RES penetration, by locating the RES sources at network nodes 

82 that correspond to critical conditions for the amount of reverse power flows, as well as for the presence of overcurrent and 

83 overvoltage issues in the distribution network.

84 The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the characteristics of the PtG plant modelled and highlights 

85 the modularity of the proposed model. Section 3 focuses on the creation of the case studies, by considering different PV 

86 penetration and location in the two networks. Section 4 shows the results, whereas Section 5 provides the concluding remarks.

87 2. PtG plant model

88 The PtG plant consists of a low temperature-based electrolyser (LTE), a buffer and a methanation unit. A simplified scheme 

89 of the PtG process is illustrated in Figure 1. The LTE converts liquid water into gaseous oxygen at the anode and gaseous 

90 hydrogen at the cathode through electrolysis [7], [19]–[22]. According to the literature, the efficiency of the electrolysis ranges 

91 between 55% to 70% (on a LHV basis) [7], [23], [24]. The hydrogen produced within the LTE could be stored in a tank or sent 

92 to the methanation unit. The hydrogen is mixed in stoichiometric ratio with carbon dioxide (H2/CO2 molar ratio equal to 4) in 

93 order to supply the methanation unit that produces synthetic natural gas (SNG) [7], [19], [22]. 

94
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95
96 Figure 1. Simplified low temperature-based Power-to-Gas process scheme considering H2 storage. 

97 In addition, the main characteristics of the PtG are summarized in Table 1.

98
99 Table 1. Characteristics of the PtG plant.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

LTE operating temperature 80 °C CO2 conversion within the methanation unit 98.5 %

LTE and methanation unit pressure 15 bar Inlet – outlet temperature of the cooling water 28 – 32 °C

H2 tank maximum pressure 60 bar Coolant temperature in the methanation unit 250 °C

Compression efficiency 75 % Power-to-hydrogen efficiency (LHV basis) 57.6 %

100

101 2.1 Characteristics of the electrolyser

102 A low temperature-based electrolyser is characterised by a power-to-hydrogen efficiency, whereas the methanation unit is 

103 characterised by a certain value of the CO2 conversion efficiency (i.e., 98.5% [7], [19], [25]).

104 The PtG model has been built considering the dynamics (start-ups, shutdowns and partial loads) of a real plant installed in the 

105 demonstration site of Falkenhagen (Germany), whose process is based on Alkaline Electrolysis (AEC). This plant consists of a 2 

106 MW AEC-electrolyser, which was composed of 6 AEC modules (330 kW each one).  The electrolysis technology considered has 

107 minimum load PMIN =20% [23]  and power-to-hydrogen efficiency ηH2 = 57.6%2 (real data).

108 The characteristics of minimum load and efficiency of the AEC technology has been directly provided by the Falkenhagen 

2 The efficiency refers to the Lower Heating Value. 
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109 plant managers, based on their long-time experience in the plant operation. It is worth noting that the AEC efficiency is in line 

110 with the related literature [24], [26]. Regarding the minimum load of the electrolyser (i.e., the power to be provided for 

111 producing the minimum amount of H2), the values existing in the literature are even lower than 20 % but they may lead to 

112 problems (see for example [23], [27]). The modularity of these technologies simplifies the management of the electrolyser, 

113 moreover each module could be maintained in hot stand-by if there is not enough electrical energy for supplying the PtG plant.

114 On the one hand, the electrolyser has a wide rangeability thanks to its modularity. On the contrary, the methanation reactors 

115 have a narrow rangeability due to the kinetics of the methanation reaction [25], [28]. More specifically, according to the 

116 literature [25], the reactors are conceived as tube-bundles refrigerated by evaporating water at 250 °C. The methanation reaction 

117 is extremely exothermic [28], [29]; hence, the tube diameter must be small for avoiding too high radial thermal profiles. 

118 Obviously, the design of a methanation reactor is made for the nominal productivity; however, the residence time increases (and 

119 the gas hourly space velocity decreases) reducing the productivity. Consequently, the heat generation profile along the axis of the 

120 reactor becomes narrower and more intense; in addition, the overall heat exchange coefficient decreases [19], [25]. Therefore, it 

121 could cause problems of thermal management, hot spots and local deactivation of the Ni/γ-Al2O3 catalyst (i.e. sintering) [7], 

122 [28]–[30]. Hence, each reactor could be parallelized in 3 or 4 bundles in order to increase the rangeability of the PtG plant, for 

123 instance, from about 60-110% (i.e., only one bundle for each reactor) to about 20-110% (i.e., three bundles in parallel for each 

124 reactor). For all these reasons, the best option is to maintain the methanation unit at least at the minimum operative load.

125 The model developed in this work, as additional feature, considers also all the auxiliary consumptions, which can be easily 

126 adjusted according to the actual PtG plant layout. More in detail, the energy consumption of a compressor (Ecompr, W) was 

127 calculated according to equation (1) [31], where Z is the compressibility factor that was assumed unitary, R (8.314 J mol-1 K-1) is 

128 the ideal gas constant, Tin (K) is the inlet temperature,  (mol s-1) is the inlet molar flow rate, γ is the heat capacity ratio, and 𝑛in

129 ηcompr is the compression efficiency, which was set equal to 70% and pin and pout represent the inlet and outlet pressure, 

130 respectively. In addition, multistage compression was considered if the compression ratio (pout/pin) was greater than 4.

𝐸compr = 𝑍·𝑅·𝑇in·
𝛾·𝜂compr

𝛾 ― 1
·[(𝑝out

𝑝in )
𝛾 ― 1

𝛾·𝜂compr
― 1]·𝑛in (1)

131 Moreover, the methanation unit and the electrolyser require an additional electric consumption due to heat dissipations caused 

132 by natural convection [7], if they are maintained in hot stand-by.

133 2.2 The electrolyser model

134 The dynamic behaviour of the AEC-electrolyser has been obtained from the analysis of a test carried out at the Falkenhagen 

135 plant (shown in Figure 2).
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136
137 Figure 2. Falkenhagen test on an AEC-based electrolyser

138 The test had duration of about 11.5 h and highlighted that the AEC-based electrolyser had a fast response when the setpoint 

139 changed. Therefore, its response could be modelled for the purpose of forecasting the behaviour of the AEC-based electrolyser 

140 when it is coupled with an intermittent RES-based electrical profile. It is worth mentioning that during the test, the set point of 

141 the electrolyser was periodically changed with steps of different amplitude to explore a large number of operating conditions.

142 The easiest model to describe the AEC-based electrolyser behaviour is a first order system with delay, which is characterised 

143 by three parameters; the mathematical model of its response to a step is described by means of equation (2) [32]–[34]:

If t < α{ 𝑦(𝑡) = 0

 𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐴 ∙ 𝐾 ∙ [1 ― exp ( ―
𝑡 ― 𝛼

𝜏 )]
If t ≥ α

(2)

144 In this equation,  is the actual power of the AEC-based electrolyser (MW) at the time step  (s),  is the step amplitude of 𝑦(𝑡) 𝑡 𝐴

145 the set point (MW),  is the gain of the system,  is the time delay of the response (s),  is the time constant of the system (s). 𝐾 𝛼 𝜏

146 The gain  can be evaluated by means of equation (3), where  is the actual power of the electrolyser after a large period of  𝐾 𝑦(∞)

147 time (stationary condition):

𝐾 =
𝑦(∞)

𝐴 (3)

148 The two time parameters (  and ) have been estimated by means of the Sundaresan and Krishnaswamy’s method [35], 𝛼 𝜏

149 according to equations (4) and (5), respectively. The two parameters were calculated using two characteristic points of the 

150 response curve: represents the time in which the response reaches 35.3% of the stationary value , while  is estimated as 𝑡1 𝑦(∞) 𝑡2

151 the time in which the response reaches 85.3% of the final value :𝑦(∞)

𝛼 = 1.3 ∙ 𝑡1 ― 0.29 ∙ 𝑡2 (4)

𝜏 = 0.67 ∙ (𝑡2 ― 𝑡1) (5)

152 For the purpose of evaluating these three parameters, four steps with the same amplitude (i.e., 0.3 MW) have been considered, 

153 by obtaining the parameters shown in Table 2. These steps are highlighted in Figure 2 between 40 min and 100 min of the test.

154
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155 Table 2. Characteristics of the low temperature-based electrolyser.

Parameter Value

𝐾 1

 [s]𝛼 14.62

 [s]𝜏 11.73

156

157 The fit between the model output and the real data is shown in Figure 3.

158
159 Figure 3. AEC-based electrolyser response model estimated using Falkenhagen test data (first order system with delay). It is worth noting that 

160 the experimental data (red spots) refer to the four steps considered for the modeling, as mentioned in the text. For comparing the behavior of 

161 the response, the starting values of the real steps were shifted to zero (baseline), and thus some data are overlapping.

162 2.3 Simulation algorithm of the PtG plant model

163 The flowchart of the simulation algorithm (called in the sequel function_PtG) is shown in Figure 4.
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164
165 Figure 4. Flowchart of the algorithm (function_PtG)

166 The simulation algorithm consists of the following main instructions:

167  Setpoint: the setpoint is defined as the theoretical maximum operative power at which the electrolyser may work. This 

168 maximum can correspond to either the power provided by the grid (when it is lower than the nominal power of the 

169 electrolyser) or the nominal power of the electrolyser (in the case it exceeds the nominal power of the electrolyser).

170  Actual power: it represents the actual electric consumption that could be calculated using the dynamic model of the AEC-

171 based electrolyser (Section 2.2).

172  Hydrogen production: the hydrogen flow could be evaluated taking into account the efficiency of the electrolyser.

173  Hydrogen tank management: if the electrolyser is operative, a minimum hydrogen flow feeds the methanation unit. 

174 Beyond this, certain amount of hydrogen is sent to a hydrogen tank until the tank is completely full (the priority is filling 

175 the tank). This operation allows to decouple the methanation unit from the electrolyser. When the electrolyser is not 

176 operative, the stored hydrogen is fed to the methanation unit, for producing continuously SNG. In this case, the 

177 methanation unit works at the minimum power load; when the hydrogen tank is completely empty, it could be turned off 

178 and remain in hot standby conditions3.  More in detail, H2 produced in the LTE could be split into two streams. During the 

179 filling of the H2 tank three configurations have to be considered:

3 A hot standby condition (it means that the equipment is maintained at the operative temperature conditions with auxiliary energy, in order to ensure a fast 
start up) was assumed for the main equipment (electrolyser and methanation unit).
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180  If the H2 tank is empty, its pressure is lower than the operative pressure of both the LTE and the methanation unit. 

181 Therefore, the compressor (P-102) is useless and the H2 tank could be partially filled using stream 9 until the 

182 storage pressure is equal to the operative pressure of the LTE.

183   If the H2 tank is partially filled, its pressure ranges between the operative pressure of the LTE and the maximum 

184 storage pressure. Therefore, the compressor (P-102) is used for filling the tank until it is completely full.

185  If the H2 tank is completely full, the produced H2 is directly fed to the methanation unit using stream 16.

186 If the LTE does not produce H2, the methanation unit could be fed using the stored H2. In this case, three configurations 

187 could be possible:

188  If the tank pressure is higher than the operative pressure of the methanation unit, H2 could be fed to the 

189 methanation unit through stream 14.

190  If the tank is emptying, H2 could be fed to the methanation unit using the compressor P-103 until the tank is 

191 completely empty.

192  If the H2 tank is empty and no electricity is available for producing H2, the methanation unit must be turned off 

193 (shutdown of the PtG plant).

194  Auxiliary consumptions: all the consumptions of the auxiliary items of equipment are related to the amount of produced 

195 hydrogen. Firstly, the hydrogen could be compressed; secondly, the carbon dioxide has to be compressed; thirdly, the 

196 water has to be pumped and lastly it must be heated up to the temperature of the electrolyser.

197  Control of the setpoint: the setpoint power of the electrolyser must be recalculated considering the new auxiliary 

198 consumptions, because the available electricity is comparable with the power absorbed by the electrolyser. This affects 

199 the power withdrawn from the power grid.

200  Methanation unit: the amount of SNG could be calculated using the CO2 conversion, or alternatively, the hydrogen-to-

201 SNG efficiency.

202 3. Creation of the case studies

203 As widely shown in literature (for example in [36]), the installation of large share of RES can create the following issues in 

204 the electrical networks:

205  Reverse power flow (RPF): on the one hand, a reverse power flow affects the transmission system because the point of 

206 connection between transmission and distribution system becomes equivalent to a non-controllable active node. On the 

207 other hand, the presence of reverse power flow can create issues also at the distribution system, for example in terms of 

208 not proper protection schemes. Usually, these problems are nowadays solved by cutting the excess of production or using 

209 some pilot battery-based storage [37].

210  Overcurrent (OC): the large share of RES can create overcurrents along the feeders. These overcurrents can affect only a 

211 portion of the network (e.g., the last portion) or the entire network, depending on the level of load and distributed 

212 generation, together with the geographical position of the PV plants. 

213  Overvoltages (OV): this problem is characteristic especially of rural networks, composed of long feeders (also up to 10 

214 km), and characterized by a high R/X ratio, which leads to have to voltage levels changes strictly linked with the active 

215 power flowing in the grid branches.

216 It is worth noting that the presence of reverse power flow leads the network to operate in an alert condition, whereas the 

217 presence of overcurrent and overvoltage are symptoms of an emergency condition (because directly affecting the operational 
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218 constraints of the network) [38] and the distribution system operators needs to solve these problems as soon as possible, by 

219 making use of different approaches which can even result in lower quality of service (e.g., load disconnections). So, the 

220 simulations carried out starting from conditions in which the network constraints are not satisfied (even though these conditions 

221 do not correspond to real situations) have the goal to show, in very extreme cases, how the potential use of PtG can alleviate also 

222 these problems.

223 The creation of the case studies needs the proper placement of the PV plants. In this study, the placement of the PV plants has 

224 been carried out by using two different approaches:

225  Topological approach: the PV plants have been installed according to the length of the network lines.

226  Losses Allocation Factors-based approach: in this case, the approach shown in [39] and based on [40] has been adopted. 

227 A detailed analysis on the implication of the use of the loss allocation for distribution system analysis can be found in 

228 [41].

229 These approaches are followed by using a series of assumptions on the model of the distribution system, namely, (i) the power 

230 flow is calculated as an equivalent single-phase circuit. This is justified in medium voltage networks (to which PtG is connected, 

231 because of its size), where loads and generations are usually distributed in a relatively uniform way on the three phases; (ii) the 

232 distribution system is analysed in time as a succession of steady state conditions, in which constant average power 

233 withdrawn/injected by loads and local generations in every time step are considered for the power flow calculations. This also 

234 implies that the frequency is considered constant (at 50 Hz) during the entire simulation horizon. The use of more detailed 

235 dynamic models for the electrical system, which would be able to represent real-time phenomena at milliseconds to seconds 

236 scale, is not needed for the type of analysis carried out in this paper; and (iii) the network parameters are known and constant 

237 during the entire simulation horizon, which is a usual assumption made in the power flow calculations. This implies that external 

238 conditions (such as temperature, etc.) do not affect the parameters (e.g., loads or branch resistances). 

239

240 3.1 The network samples

241 This work considers two network samples:

242  Semi-urban network, adapted from the one shown in [42], by adding time-varying loads with different profiles. For this 

243 network only the topological PV placement has been applied [43].

244  Rural network, developed in the project Atlantide [44]. For this network, both PV placement methods have been used.

245 The two network samples aim to represent different network topologies and allow to emulate the distribution systems in the 

246 areas where the demo sites of the project are installed. The two demo sites are in installed in Solothurn (Switzerland) and in 

247 Troia (Italy). In particular, the network semi-urban refers to Solothurn area, whereas the rural network refers to Troia area.

248 Few samples referring to daily PV profiles in different months used for the two networks are shown in Figure 5, whereas the 

249 load profiles used are shown in Figure 6. It is worth noting that the PV profiles are different for the two network samples because 

250 referring to two different geographic locations, and have been obtained from [45].

251 Moreover, during the night time the PtG plant is supplied by the main grid to guarantee the continuous operation of the plant 

252 in compliance with its minimum power specified in Section 2.1 (i.e., PMIN=20%).

253
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254 Figure 5. PV profiles considered for building the case studies. Four months have been considered (January, April, July and October): (a) semi-

255 urban network and (b) rural network
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256 Figure 6. Load profiles used in (a) semi-urban network  and (b) rural network [44].

257 3.2 Introduction of the PtG plant model into the calculation loop of the network operation

258 The model of the PtG explained in Section 2 needs to be integrated in the network solver, which is based on the Backward 

259 Forward Sweep (BFS) method [46]. The response of the PtG unit is modelled as a first order system and solved through the 

260 Matlab®-embedded solver ode45. The calculation loop is shown in Figure 7. The variables used in the calculation loop are 

261 presented in Table 3.
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262
263 Figure 7. The main calculation loop of the distribution system. The function called function_PtG represents the PtG complete model.

264 Table 3. Input parameters of the main calculation loop

Inputs Description

Ntime_steps Number of time steps of the analysis

PtG data
Number of the PtG plants NPtG_plants, their positions (indicated by the nodes contained in the set ) 𝓝𝑃𝑡𝐺

and their sizes

H2, tank
(0)

Initial value of the matrix of dimensions {NPtG_plants, Ntime_steps} representing the volume of H2 in the tank 

in time

Nkeep_steps Number of points for running PtG model 

Network data
Number of nodes Nnodes, number of branches Nbranches, line parameters, incidence matrix, rate nodal 

power, lines thermal limits

Load and generation profiles
Load and generation profiles for evaluating the initial value of the matrix Snet

(0), i.e., the net nodal power 

(dimensions {Nnodes, Ntime_steps })

RPF Matrix of dimensions {Nbranches, Ntime_steps} containing the value of reverse power flow at every time step

OC
Matrix of dimensions {Nbranches, Ntime_steps} containing the value of overcurrent for every branch during the 

time span of simulation

OV
Matrix of dimensions {Nbranches, Ntime_steps} containing the value of overvoltages for every node during the 

time span of simulation

PPtG_set Matrix of dimensions {NPtG_plants, Ntime_steps} containing the set points of the PtG plants

PPtG
Matrix of dimensions {NPtG_plants, Ntime_steps} containing the actual power that the PtG plants are able to 

accept (linked to their sizes)

265 After having loaded the inputs, the algorithm runs the BFS for the first time: this is requested for defining the network 
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266 conditions (i.e., nodal voltages and branch currents). On the basis of this, the h-th column of the matrix RPF (containing the 

267 value of RPF at every branch the interaction h) is updated. At the same time, the h-th columns of both matrices OV and OC are 

268 updated with the values of overvoltage and overcurrent, respectively. On the basis of the above values, a compound set point 

269  is produced, and is referred to the RPF and overcurrent value of the branch upstream with respect to the node of the PtG 𝐏𝑃𝑡𝐺_𝑠𝑒𝑡[ℎ]

270 plant, while the contribution regarding the overvoltage is linked to the overvoltage value of the node where the PtG plant has 

271 been installed as presented in equation (6), i.e.,

𝐏𝑃𝑡𝐺_𝑠𝑒𝑡[ℎ] = 𝑓(𝐑𝐏𝐅[ℎ], 𝐎𝐕[ℎ], 𝐎𝐂[ℎ]) (6)

272 In particular, the different set point components are set as follows:

273  Component referring to the RPF: this component is equal to value of power needed for eliminating the reverse power 

274 flow in the upstream branch with respect to the node where the PtG plant is installed.

275  Component referring to the OC: this component is equal to the value of power that, absorbed from the PtG plant, would 

276 help to reduce (at 80% of the thermal limit) the current flowing in the upstream branch with respect to the node where the 

277 PtG plant is installed.

278  Component referring to the OV: this component is equal to the value of power that, absorbed from the PtG plant, would 

279 help to reduce (at 1.05 pu) the voltage of the node where the PtG plant is installed.

280 3.3 Installation and sizing of the PtG plants

281 The study of the impact of the PtG plants on the distribution system requires to i) choose the node where the plants are 

282 installed and ii) their sizes. These two elements are requested by the calculation loop shown in Figure 7, and in this work have 

283 been solved by applying the Simulated Annealing (SA) method [47]. It is worth noting that the main goal of this paper is not 

284 introducing a new algorithm for the siting and sizing of the PtG plants; but creating meaningful case studies to get insights 

285 regarding the impact of the PtG plants on distribution system operation. However, the step regarding the siting and sizing is 

286 requested as preliminary task, for emulating the process that, in the future, could bring to rationally install a defined number of 

287 MW-scale PtG plants. Few notes regarding the use of the SA in this work are reported in Appendix.

288 The objective functions used in the algorithm have as main variables the value of reverse power flow, overcurrent and 

289 overvoltage of the network. In particular, the network with the installed PtG plants (denoted as X) can be affected by:

290  Only reverse power flow

291  Reverse power flow and overcurrent

292  Reverse power flow and overvoltage

293  The combination of the last two cases

294 All the cases make use of a penalised objective function where the constraints of the problem are integrated within the 

295 objective function through penalisation factors indicated with the Greek letter . This approach allows driving the optimisation 𝜌

296 towards solution with no constraint violations. In particular, the operational constraints are the voltages Vj of the network nodes 

297 and the currents Ib flowing in the network branches, which have to remain inside the following ranges:

298   Vj , with , where  denotes the set of nodes. The node voltage is usually expressed in per unit (pu) with 𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)

𝑗 𝑗 ∈ 𝐉 𝐉

299 respect to the nominal voltage (i.e., Vj=1 means that the voltage value of the node j is equal to the nominal voltage of the 

300 system). Usual values of the extremes of the range are  pu and  pu.𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 = 0.9 𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)

𝑗 = 1.1

301  Ib  , with , where B denotes the set of branches. The value of  is strictly depending on the 𝐼(𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏 𝑏 ∈ 𝐁 𝐼(𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥)

𝑏
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302 conductors installed.

303 The objective function at the iteration k of the method in case of existence of the sole reverse power flow is shown in equation 

304 (7):

𝑓𝑘(𝐗) =
𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑘

𝑅𝑃𝐹0
∙ (1 + ∑

𝑗 ∈ 𝐉
𝜌𝑉(𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)

𝑗 ― 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)
𝑗

𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑗

)
2

+ ∑
𝑗 ∈ 𝐉

𝜌𝑉(𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 ― 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑗

𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗

)
2

+ ∑
𝑏 ∈ 𝐁

𝜌𝐼(𝐼(𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏 ― 𝐼(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑏

𝐼(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏

)
2) (7)

305 The penalised objective function at the iteration k is expressed in pu with respect to the value of the reverse power flow in the 

306 initial configuration. The reverse power flow is evaluated here through the number of minutes in which it is present during the 

307 entire period of analysis. The formulation penalises (through the factors  and ) all the configurations that do not respect the 𝜌𝑉 𝜌𝐼

308 operational constraints (i.e., maximum and minimum voltage, and thermal limits) of the network. Thus, the constraints of the 

309 objective function (7) are the operational constraints of the network ,  and , for node j and branch b, 𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑗 𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)

𝑗 𝐼(𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏

310 respectively. For every node/branch the worst condition (e.g., the maximum current  during the day) is chosen as 𝐼(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)
𝑏

311 representative value to force the worst condition respects the imposed constraint.

312 When both overcurrent and reverse power flow exist in the initial configuration, the objective function is modified as reported 

313 in equation (8):

𝑓𝑘(𝐗) = (𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑘

𝑅𝑃𝐹0
+

𝑂𝐶𝑘

𝑂𝐶0) ∙ (1 + ∑
𝑗 ∈ 𝐉

𝜌𝑉(𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑗 ― 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑗

𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑗

)
2

+ ∑
𝑗 ∈ 𝐉

𝜌𝑉(𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 ― 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑗

𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗

)
2) (8)

314 In this case, the objective function is still expressed in pu with respect to the initial configuration. The normalised sum of the 

315 minute of overcurrent and the minute of reverse power flow during the entire day are modified according to the product of the 

316 penalty factors and the value of the constraint violation. In this case, the constraints are the maximum and the minimum voltage 

317 values, indicated as  and , respectively.𝑉(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑗 𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)

𝑗

318 The objective function in case both overvoltage and reverse power flow exist is shown in equation (9) and differs with respect 

319 to equation (8) only for the constraints considered, i.e., related to the branch thermal limits  and the minimum nodal 𝐼(𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏

320 voltages :𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗

𝑓𝑘(𝐗) = (𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑘

𝑅𝑃𝐹0
+

𝑂𝑉𝑘

𝑂𝑉0) ∙ (1 + ∑
𝑗 ∈ 𝐉

𝜌𝑉(𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 ― 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑗

𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗

)
2

+ ∑
𝑏 ∈ 𝐁

𝜌𝐼(𝐼(𝑡ℎ,𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏 ― 𝐼(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑏

𝐼(𝑚𝑎𝑥)
𝑏

)
2) (9)

321 When all the issues listed above (i.e., reverse power flow, overvoltages and overcurrents) affect the grid, then the objective 

322 function is changed to solve them, as shown in equation (10):

𝑓𝑘(𝐗) = (𝑅𝑃𝐹𝑘

𝑅𝑃𝐹0
+

𝑂𝑉𝑘

𝑂𝑉0
+

𝑂𝐶𝑘

𝑂𝐶0) ∙ (1 + ∑
𝑗 ∈ 𝐉

𝜌𝑉(𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 ― 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)

𝑗

𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗

)
2) (10)

323 It is worth noting that in eq. (9) the constraint related to the minimum voltage value is still considered as part of the penalized 

324 objective function, to avoid that the worst value reached by the voltages in the period under analysis  falls below the 𝑉(𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡)
𝑗

325 minimum allowed value 𝑉(𝑚𝑖𝑛)
𝑗 .

326 As the final comment, the above objective functions are chosen a priori according to the network issues that affect the 

327 distribution system under analysis.

328
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329 4. Results and discussion

330 4.1 Annual simulation

331 4.1.1 Network performance indexes

332
333 Different PV penetrations have been assumed for the creation of the case studies. The penetration has been calculated in terms 

334 of percentage the energy provided by the PV plants with respect to the system passive load considering the PV production in 

335 July. In the case with 40% of PV penetration, the production in July covers 40% of the passive load. According to this, the PV 

336 penetration in other months varies following the different PV profiles. 

337 The considered case studies and the existing problems in the different cases are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 for the semi-

338 urban network and the rural network, respectively. The tables show entries different from zeros when that kind of problem exists, 

339 and the entry indicates the magnitude of the problem. The label “Pre” in the table indicates the magnitude of the problem without 

340 PtG installed, whereas the label “Post” refers to the condition when PtG plants have been installed. The RPF has been indicated 

341 in MWh, whereas the OC and OV are expressed in minutes.

342 The values refer to annual simulations. The two tables show the number of plants installed and, only for the rural network, the 

343 size of the plants as well. Due to the large number of plants installed in the case of semi-urban network, the sizes of the plants are 

344 summarised in Figure 8.
345 Table 4. Case studies for the semi-urban network

RPF [MWh] OC [min] OV [min]
Case number Length [km]* PV penetration

Pre Post Pre Post Pre post

Number of PtG 

plants

1 0<L ≤0.45 40 % 11,298 9.37 - - - - 7

2 80 % 151,920 33,654 90,616 35 - - 20

3 0.5≤ L ≤ 3 40 % 10,213 31.4 430,087 6,978 3,356 0 12

4 60 % 71,272 7,165 2,388,634 25,156 900,407 0 17

346 *The length refers to the branches of the MV semi-urban network.

347
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348 Figure 8. Number and sizes of the PtG plants installed in the semi-urban network

349 Table 5. Case studies for the rural network

RPF [MWh] OC [min] OV [min]
Case

Method PV 

placement

Length* 

[km]

PV 

penetration pre post pre post pre post

Number of PtG 

plants
Size [MW]
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5 Topological 0<L ≤0.9 40% 266.27 0 - - - - 1 2.5

6 80 % 19,861 1633.9 165,047 0 504 - 4 2 (all)

7 2 ≤ L ≤ 3 40 % 248.99 0.10 - - - - 1 2

8 80 % 19,206 3,337.4 - - 276,329 0 4
2 (three plants)

1.5 (one plant)

9 Loss allocation - 40 % 167.90 0 - - - - 2 2 (all)

10 80 % 20,991 1868.4 - - - - 4 2 (all)

350 *The length refers to the branches of the MV network 

351

352 First of all, it is evident that, while in the rural network is possible to obtain cases with problems of overvoltages and reverse 

353 power flow, in the semi-urban network is difficult to decouple overvoltage and overcurrent. This is linked with the nature of the 

354 lines composing the networks, which are highly resistive for the rural network because mostly composed of long overhead lines.

355 It is worth noting that, as demonstrated through the rural network, the reverse power flow issue is not strictly linked to 

356 overvoltage problems, but these two aspects can be decoupled through a suitable installation of PV generation (as the one 

357 guaranteed by the procedure shown in [39]).

358 From the two tables it is evident that the deployment of PtG has a positive impact on alleviating the grid issues.

359 For the semi-urban network, in the cases in which the PV is installed at the end of lines with length L lying in the range 0<L 

360 ≤0.45, the impact of PtG is indeed powerful, because both cases reveal how the reverse power flow can be strongly reduced: in 

361 fact, in case of PV penetration equal to 40% the reduction is over 99.9% (passing from almost 11.3 GWh to 9.37 MWh), whereas 

362 with PV penetration equal to 80% the reduction is almost 78% (passing from almost 152 GWh to 34 GWh). In the cases with PV 

363 plants installed at the end of lines with length L lying in the range 0.5 ≤ L ≤ 3, the reduction of reverse power flow is stronger for 

364 lower PV penetration (more than 99.6% with PV penetration equal to 40%), but is anyway high also with PV penetration equal 

365 to 60% (the reverse power flow reduction reached almost 90%). Residual problems of overcurrents appear in all the cases except 

366 Case 1.

367

368 By analysing the worst case (i.e., the one with PV penetration equal to 60%), these issues affect in total thirteen branches, and 

369 the number of minutes in which the lines are overloaded lies between 4 to 5456 minutes, whereas the maximum overload 

370 conditions at which they operate lies in the range between 2.24% and 13.39%, as shown in Table 6. The system operator has to 

371 act for establishing again the proper network conditions, because the alleviation effect of the PtG deployment cannot solve 

372 completely the overcurrent issues.

373 Table 6. Analysis of the overloaded lines in of semi-urban network, with 60% of PV penetration

Lines overloaded Cumulative overload period [min] Maximum overloading [%]

6    284 11.47

32 13 9.02

152 79 13.39

155     5032 9.05

156     4747 8.86

157     5456 10.10

159     2717 6.12
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161     910 17.33

165      1395 2.43

169     4382 7.62

170 123 13.10

185 4 2.24

196 14 4.78

374

375  For the rural network, in the cases in which the PV is installed at the end of lines with length L lying in the range 0<L ≤0.45, 

376 the impact of PtG is again powerful, because in one case (i.e., PV penetration equal to 40%) the reverse power flow is 

377 completely solved, whereas in the case with 80% of PV penetration the reverse power flow is strongly reduced, passing from 

378 19.861 GWh to 1633.9 MWh (reduction of almost 92%). In the cases with PV plants installed at the end of lines with length L 

379 lying in the range 2 ≤ L ≤ 3, the reduction of reverse power flow is stronger in case of lower PV penetration (almost 100% with 

380 PV penetration equal to 40%), but is anyway high also with PV penetration equal to 80% (the reverse power flow reduction 

381 reached almost 83%). 

382 Finally, the case created with the rural network by using the loss allocation shows that the reverse power flow problem can be 

383 solved in case of 40% of PV penetration, whereas a residual reverse power flow remains for the case 80% (but even in this case 

384 the reduction is more than 90%).

385

386 4.1.2 Capacity factors

387 The successful use of PtG plants needs a justification in terms of plant use, i.e., a capacity factor high enough.

388 The capacity factor  that refers to the i-th PtG unit is the ratio between the energy  consumed by the i-th PtG unit 𝐶(𝑖)
𝑓 𝐸(𝑖)

𝑃𝑡𝐺

389 during the simulation period  and the theoretical energy that the plant would be able to absorb during the same time period if it ∆𝑡

390 had consumed its nominal power; it was calculated according to equation (11):

391

𝐶(𝑖)
𝑓 =

𝐸(𝑖)
𝑃𝑡𝐺

𝑃(𝑖)
𝑛,𝑃𝑡𝐺 ∙ ∆𝑡

(11)

392

393 where  is the energy consumed during the simulated time horizon  by the i-th PtG plant, and  is the nominal power 𝐸(𝑖)
𝑃𝑡𝐺 ∆𝑡 𝑃(𝑖)

𝑛,𝑃𝑡𝐺

394 of the i-th PtG plant.

395  Figure 9 shows the capacity factors for the semi-urban network. It shows that in Case 1 the plants result underused, and thus 

396 the number of plants chosen is too high. A reduction of the number of plants installed could lead to a more fruitful use of the 

397 plants. In Case 2, only one plant results underused (i.e., having capacity factor equal to 23%), whereas the other plants are quite 

398 well exploited.

399 Case 3 presents 12 plants having a capacity factor lying in the range 40%-50%, whereas the remaining plants have a capacity 

400 factor between 50% and 60%. 

401 Finally, Case 4 presents three plants with capacity factor lower than 40% (i.e., from 28% to 37%), whereas all the other plants 

402 are well exploited (minimum about 51%).

403 From the results it is evident that the number of plants installed has a great impact and need to be carefully considered. The 

404 analysis carried out, in any case, neglects the presence of suitable gas network points: in the reality, the presence of real 

405 infrastructures will limit the potential nodes where PtG can be installed to a smaller number than the one considered here.

406  
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408 Figure 9.Capacity factors for the different cases of semi-urban network 

409  In the case of the rural network, the results are summarized in Table 7. With respect the previous case, the minimum capacity 

410 factor results higher than 60% in all the cases, and reaches almost 90% in one case. The results in the table indicate also for this 

411 case that PtG can handle very well the issues created from PV generation installed at the end of relatively long lines, by 

412 maintaining a sufficiently high capacity factor.
413 Table 7. Annual capacity factors for the rural network

Case PV penetration Min capacity load [%] Max capacity load [%]

5 40% 47.554 -

6 80% 43.47 54.96

7 40% 47.104 -

8 80% 48.50 56.0

9 40% 43.07 49.26

10 80% 45.68 50.88

414

415 A good performance index of the network is the value of the power losses, which are summarized in Table 8.

416 The value of the losses (in MWh and in percentage) is reduced in all the cases. This reduction is obtained thanks to the 

417 installation of the plants that help to improve the network operation.
418
419 Table 8. Network losses for both the semi-urban network and the rural network

Case Power Losses [MWh] Power Losses [%] Case Power Losses [MWh] Power Losses [%]

pre post pre post pre post pre post

1 2122.5 2314.9 0.95 0.20 5 1,149.8 1,128.9 2.22 1.82

2 3445.1 2902.4 7.36 0.69 6 2040.0 1,363.1 9.34 2.38

3 3779.0 3278.7 1.71 0.28 7 1142.5 1042.1 2.21 1.74

4 6517.5 4082.1 4.86 0.50 8 2,683.5 1,972.0 12.29 3.82

4 These cases require only one PtG plant.
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9 1263.9 1,205.9 2.42 1.77

10 20,991 1358.0 7.68 2.51

420

421 Another performance indicator is the voltage magnitude (maximum and minimum), whose values for both semi-urban and 

422 rural networks are shown in Table 9. It is evident the effect of PtG to reduce the voltage at levels that are lying within the 

423 admissible ranges.
424 Table 9 Minimum and Maximum voltage magnitude for both semi-urban and rural networks

Case
Minimum voltage 

[pu]

Maximum voltage 

[pu]
Case

Minimum voltage 

[pu]
Maximum voltage [pu]

pre post pre post pre post pre post

1 1.00 1.00 1.04 1.03 5 0.93 0.93 1.05 1.04

2 1.00 1.00 1.06 1.05 6 0.93 0.93 1.11 1.06

3 1.00 1.00 1.11 1.09 7 0.93 0.93 1.07 1.03

4 1.00 0.93 1.15 1.04 8 0.93 0.93 1.14 1.09

9 0.93 0.92 1.05 1.01

10 0.93 0.93 1.06 1.05

425

426 4.2 Network effect
427 This section aims to highlight the role of the network infrastructure in the proper evaluation of the effect of the PtG 

428 deployment.

429 In fact, some approaches existing in literature (e.g., [7]) do not consider the existence of the electrical infrastructure, but only 

430 the potential unbalance between local generation and loads. However, this approach could not be proper for solving completely 

431 the issue caused by the excess of RES.

432 Taking as example a particular day of Case 55, the difference between generation and loads, without taking into account the 

433 network, is shown in Figure 10. The same figure also reports the actual reverse power flow existing in the network. The two 

434 curves are quite similar, but the first one overestimates the actual reverse power flow value. 

435
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436 Figure 10.Comparison between the actual reverse power flow (with and without the network) 

437 For the sake of clarity, the rural network schematic is shown in Figure 11.

5 The day considered has as PV profile the one shown in Figure 5b, Month July.
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438

439 Figure 11. Rural network. 

440 The installation of plants characterised by different size at node 2 (connected to the network slack node) instead of node 83 (as 

441 in Case 5) leads to the results shown in Table 10. The solutions show that the reverse power flow issue can be almost completely 

442 solved by using a plant with smaller size than the one referring at Case 5. This may lead to think that the solution of Case 5 could 

443 be not be optimal, because of the size. However, the capacity factor highlights that the installation of the plant at the node 

444 connected to the slack bus does not guarantee a good utilisation of the potential of the plant and thus the installation node should 

445 be carefully chosen. Furthermore, the use of the plant with the position and size of Case 5 allows improving the network 

446 conditions, in terms of power losses and reverse power flow. This simple example aims to be an effective way to show the 

447 importance of the network information to capture all the aspects regarding the new operation of the electrical system when new 

448 devices are installed.

449
450 Table 10. Comparison between the network performance without PtG, with PtG installed without optimisation process and with optimisation 

451 process (referring to a day of Case 5)

Size [MW]
Reverse power flow 

[MWh]

Reverse power flow 

[min]

Power Losses 

[MWh]

Power Losses 

[%]

Capacity factor 

[%]

0 (no PtG) 2.16 151 3.08 2.29 -

0.5 1.026 143 3.09 2.24 50.81

1 0.284 139 3.096 2.20 44.21

1.5 0.062 135 3.102 2.17 36.02

2 0.025 120 3.108 2.14 30.44

2.5 0.022 110 3.114 2.11 27.03

2.5
0 0 3.00 1.85 69.22

452

453 4.3 Response of the PtG model

454 The PtG model provides in output the following quantities:
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455  Power profile sent by the control system to the electrolyser Pelec,sp

456  Power profile of the electrolyser Pelec

457  Power profile of the auxiliary services Paux, referring to i) the CO2 compression system, ii) the circulation of H2O, iii) the 

458 compression of the H2, and iv) the water heating. 

459  The hydrogen flow rate sent to the tank φH2,tank [kmol/s]

460  The hydrogen sent to the methanation unit directly from the electrolyser φH2, dir [kmol/s]

461  The hydrogen sent to the methanation unit from the tank after compression φH2,tank, meth [kmol/s]

462  The level of the hydrogen tank [%]

463  The SNG produced seen as power profile [MW] or energy profile [MWh] 

464 With reference to the same day considered in Section 4.2 of Case 5, Pelec,sp, Pelec and Paux, are shown in Figure 12. In Figure 

465 12(a), it is evident the saturation imposed by the nominal power of the plant. Furthermore, the minimum power required by the 

466 AEC is different from zero and has to be provided by the main network. Figure 12(b), instead, shows the power related to the 

467 auxiliary services. Three zones with different auxiliary service power exist, and each of them is characterized by different 

468 contributions, as highlighted in Figure 13. More specifically, during the night no excess of electrical power is available for the 

469 PtG plant; therefore, it operates at the minimum power load corresponding to 20 % of the nominal installed power. As illustrated 

470 in Figure 13(a) auxiliary consumptions are principally due to the CO2 compression, while water pumping and H2 compression 

471 are marginal contributions. Subsequently, in the first part of the day (between 6 h and 11 h) the electrical availability increases, 

472 and the electrolyser could work in its whole operative range (from 20% to 100%); thus, it produces a large amount of H2, which 

473 is mainly stored in the tank until it is completely full. Hence, H2 compression represents 96% of all auxiliary consumptions, as 

474 shown in Figure 13(b). At the same time, the methanation unit operates at the minimum power load for allowing the tank to be 

475 filled, in fact, the CO2 compression represents 3% of the auxiliary consumptions even though it is the minimum power 

476 consumption for compressing CO2. Lastly, in the second part of the day (between 11 h and 18 h), both the electrolyser and the 

477 methanation unit work in their whole operational range and the H2 tank is entirely full. More in detail, as depicted in Figure 

478 13(c), H2 has not to be compressed and the CO2 compression cost increases as the CO2 flow rises (H2 and CO2 are fed in 

479 stoichiometric ratio to the methanation unit). Furthermore, all these aspects of the process are clearly illustrated in Figure 14. As 

480 shown in Figure 14 (a and b), the H2 tank is filled during the first hours of the day, when there is a large excess of electrical 

481 energy availability. Subsequently, both the electrolyser and the methanation unit operate for producing SNG, as depicted in 

482 Figure 14 (b and c). In this case study (Case 5), the alkaline electrolyser absorbs 28 MWh of electricity, which is converted into 

483 237.4 kmol of H2 (15.8 MWh, LHV basis). Initially, the produced H2 is partially stored in the tank (50.9 kmol) until it is 

484 completely full; subsequently, the H2 flow is sent to the methanation unit for producing SNG (10.4 MWh, LHV basis). In this 

485 case study, the auxiliaries require 0.21 MWh of electrical energy during the whole day. It is worth noting that the tank is not 

486 discharged, because the minimum operative power set for the electrolyser was assumed to be 20% (as specified in Section 2), 

487 which is equal to the minimum flow required by the methanation unit. However, the model includes also the storage system, 

488 which can intervene if a different control is applied.
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489 Figure 12. Electrical quantities provided by the PtG model: (a) input power profiles and (b) power profile of the auxiliary services.
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490 Figure 13.Composition of the auxiliary services in the different periods of the day.
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491 Figure 14. (a) H2 tank filling, (b) H2 molar flow rates and (c) SNG productivity of the PtG plant.

492 5. Conclusions

493 This paper has presented a detailed study regarding the impact of PtG technology on the electrical distribution system. The 

494 study takes into account both electrical aspects and information related to the process chain leading to the SNG production.

495 Thanks to the physical model of the PtG plant, the evaluation of the values of its internal variables (e.g., hydrogen flows) can 

496 be checked, and this allows acting on the downstream portion of the plant, i.e., methanation plant and hydrogen buffer.

497 Furthermore, the request of energy to supply the auxiliary services can be successfully evaluated. It is worth noting that the 

498 plant layout can be changed, both in terms of control and in terms of components adopted.

499 From the electrical point of view, this paper shows that the evaluation of the impact of PtG plants on the distribution system 
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500 has to consider the local network conditions, because different network samples lead to different problem to be solved. The 

501 knowledge of the type of network where the plants will be installed is thus fundamental, and has been presented here by 

502 considering two network samples.

503 Furthermore, the level of RES penetration is another important aspect to be taken into account, due to the different network 

504 issues introduced. From the paper results it was evident the difference between alert and emergency network operation, which 

505 linked to different variables (reverse power flow and network constraints, respectively). 

506 For the semi-urban network, the number and the sizes of the PtG plants are higher than the ones used for the rural network, 

507 due to the higher number of nodes and higher load. The results obtained are significantly good, with a reduction of the reverse 

508 power flow energy falling in the range 78-100%, with better performances for lower PV penetration. Furthermore, in all the 

509 cases the installation of PtG plants has reduced the network losses of the network and no undervoltage problems have been found 

510 during the year, even with scarce solar radiation (i.e., in winter months).

511 By considering the rural network, the case 0< L ≤ 0.9 km sees a reduction of the reverse power flow energy falling in the range 

512 92-100%, whereas in the case 2 ≤ L ≤ 3 km the reduction lies in the range 83-100%. In all cases, the installation of PtG is also 

513 able to alleviate the problems due to violations of constraints if PtG is absent, by reaching the complete elimination of these 

514 violations for the lower PV penetrations.

515 The load factor of the plants provides information on how much a PtG plant is used: these values strongly depend on the 

516 network conditions (correlated to the PV penetration value), as well as on the positioning of the PtG and on the size. The values 

517 of capacity factors are higher for the rural network than for the semi-urban network: in fact, the minimum capacity factor values 

518 for the rural network fall around 50%, whereas for the rural network the minimum capacity factors fall down to 21%. This 

519 suggests that the installation of PtG plants at the level of distribution system has to be made by considering the local 

520 characteristics of the network.

521 All the performances of the plants have been obtained by considering the network effect, and has been shown with an effective 

522 evidence that neglecting its presence can lead to wrong results (e.g., lower capacity factor or slight over-estimation of the reverse 

523 power flow). 

524 In conclusion, it can be said that the addition of PtG systems in a distribution network can stabilise the network even for very 

525 high (even extreme) renewable energy penetrations, thus increasing the ability of a network to host higher penetration of 

526 intermittent generation. The deployment of the plants in the real network needs to be considered the presence of a proper gas 

527 network, to be fed with the renewable synthetic gas that, having the same characteristics of the natural gas, opens new 

528 perspectives to decarbonise the entire energy system. 

529
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530 Appendix

531 The Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm is composed of an external loop (shown in Figure 15a) and an internal loop (shown 

532 in Figure 15b).

533

(a) (b)
534 Figure 15. The external loop (a) and the internal loop (b) of the SA used for siting and sizing.

535 The external cycle depends on a control parameter called C, whose initial value is named C0. For every iteration m > 0 of the 

536 external cycle, the control parameter is updated with a certain velocity described by the cooling rate, i.e.:

537

𝐶𝑚 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝐶𝑚 ― 1 (12)

538 The stop criterion of the external cycle is based on the persistence of the solution found so far: once the solution found persists 

539 (or the changes are below a certain threshold) for at least NR successive iterations, the external cycle stops6

540 At each iteration of the external cycle, the internal cycle is run. For every iteration m of the external cycle, the inputs of the 

541 internal cycle are:

6 This kind of stop criterion is typical of many heuristics existing in the literature and avoids fixing a priori the limit number of iterations, but only the number 
of iterations in which the same solution persists.
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542  Initial configuration X(best) and its objective function f(best): it refers to the best configuration found so far (the solution 

543 provided as output at the iteration m-1)

544  Value of the control parameter Cm

545  Number of solutions to be analysed NA

546  Number of solutions to be accepted NC

547 The last two inputs are necessary for the stopping criterion of the internal cycle, which is structured as follows: the internal 

548 cycle stops when either NC or NA are reached. The first condition is usually reached with high Cm (i.e., when many new solutions 

549 are accepted), whereas the second condition is usually reached with low Cm (i.e., when the number of accepted solutions 

550 decreases, up to the final internal cycles before stopping, in which there is no acceptance of new solutions). In addition, the seed 

551 for random number extractions is fixed before starting the iterative process, to enable repeatability of the results obtained.
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